
UPDATED DOCUMENTATION---MOuSeFET TRANSMITTERS (Revision 6: Cleaner Signal)

Updated information, improved circuitry and layout diagrams.
Original article was in December, 1986 QST by Mike Masterson WN2A (formerly KA2HZA).

Winner QST Cover Plaque Award,Dec 1986
Reprinted in QRP Classics,1990

This Revision: March 2013: MOUSEFET6
QST Editor for this article was Paul Pagel, N1FB- (whom is credited with the term MOuSeFET)

Also, Chuck Hutchison W8CH,Technical Editor set up the ARRL Lab tests.

These transmitters have performed extremely well over the years,
with no component failures or downtime since they were built in 1985.
They have been used portable on camping and vacation trips , driving a
variety of antennas often with less than perfect VSWR loads. They are
intended to provide a clean keyed CW signal on 80,40 or 30 Meters.



UPDATED DOCUMENTATION---MOuSeFET TRANSMITTERS (Revision 6)
This is the revised documentation for the MOuSeFET Transmitters,originally appearing in QST,
December 1986. The original circuit worked fine,with many builders writing about their success.
After the original article in QST,and the reprint in "QRP CLASSICS", builders and experimenters
started to write me about:

How easy it was to get up and running
How tolerant of component variations the design was
How much power they could squeeze out of it (one got 28 Watts with more B+ applied !)
Their various modifications to customize it for their own use
The DX they were snagging with it

Generally great results with the A&A Engineering kits (300 Kits Sold out !)

But also: a few had problems getting power up to normal levels
It was determined that several causes could yield this result.

Incorrect winding polarity of T1 (accompanied by high VFO feedthru)
Use of "substitute" transistors that have inadequate performance for gain ,etc
Grounding paths too long (ex: Q5 emitter or Q6 source lead)
Excessive lead lengths
Tap location or winding errors for T2

The best way around these pitfalls is to get to know the RF construction practices found in:
1) The ARRL HANDBOOK-especially Construction Practices
2) Solid-State Design for the Radio Amateur,ARRL. This is a landmark text as far as QRP/Homebrew
is concerned. Very useful.
3) QRP CLASSICS ,ARRL. Construction Practices chapter. Also numerous articles (such as mine and
others) bring out some of the tips to home-brew construction.

Improvements:
The potentiometer for balancing the original doubler stage seemed bothersome, so on
recommendation of Zack,KH6CP, I tried a balanced diode doubler. This is a much easier design to
duplicate and obtain a clean signal, provided one winds T1 correctly and matches D6 & D7 for
forward voltage. This being done,the cancellation of VFO "feedthru" is virtually automatic.
Thanks,Zack. -(VFO feedthru or Subharmonic is improved in this revision)
Also, a much better keying circuit developed, for better control of both keying edges. Key clicks
were minimized by better wave shaping.

After the 80/40 and 30 Meter versions were built, (and built..), I designed 17 and 10 meter VXO
versions. The 17 Meter version delivers 15 watts out and the 10 meter yields about 9 watts. Each
has its own VXO (not VFO) and uses the IRF510 as Q6 with +13.8 volts supply. These (and the
80/40/30 meter) units have all been in service for years with no transistor failures, even after
running them into high VSWR loads. The WN2A/AK2F 10 Meter Beacon is based on a 10 Meter
Crystal-Controlled MOuSeFET, on the air since March,1997.

I highly value the feedback from those who built the transmitters. Should you hit any snags or
have any comments--drop me a line !! Also I enjoy QSO's with hams who operate homebrew QRP
or low power.
Revised 11 Jan 2007: Deleted D5 and R4, changed to new D5 and D8 , better PA efficiency. For 30
Meters :Changed T1 Secondary From:10 Turns To: 8 Turns (Better Loading on FET Buffer, results in
closer spot Frequency to TX Frequency, slightly greater power.
Revised 19 Jan 2013: Added additional filtering after Q3, Stabilized with R8, Added C15/R15 to
reduce chirp during tune mode.

The author would like thank those who have build these transmitters and provided valuable
feedback, particularity Rob Vijfschaft, PA3EQB. Also credit William Johnson, W0MS for his nice
article “A Modified MouseFET Low Power Transmitter” in August, 2011 QST.



CIRCUIT DESIGN DISCUSSION;

TRANSMITTER GENERAL NOTES:
MODES and POWER CONNECTIONS:
The transmitter has a few power supply connections whose functions should be clarified. I use

the ubiquitous 9-pin D-miniature connectors for many applications. I use the following pin-out:

TABLE 1 J1 PIN-OUT:
J1 PIN NUMBER(S) NAME FUNCTION:

1,2 + 13.8 T Applies +13.8 VDC ,Transmit via T/R Relay . High current.

3 + 13.8 A Applies +13.8 VDC, Always. Low current

4,5 +24 T Provision only. Not used (yet) on these transmitters.

6,7 GROUND (RETURN)

8 KEY Ground this pin to spot or transmit.

9 T/R Grounded during transmit. Used on my receivers only.

For the purposes of these transmitters, only +13.8 T, +13,8 A, KEY and GROUND are used.

VFO BOARD: Refer to Figure 1 for schematics.
For 80 Meters, the Hartley Oscillator was used in several of my previous projects, so it seemed to

be appropriate here. It gives good stability with a simple circuit, and good tuning range. The Toroid
L1 will need to be wound as a single layer carefully and staked with a thin amount of staking. I had
used both two-part Epoxy as well as RTV Silicone, but always a thin application. Build up the VFO
assembly first, starting with the Q1 and Q2 section, and install L1 before you stake it. Compress
or expand the L1 windings to center C1 tuning range (3500-3600 kHz for example). For the 30 and
40 meter VFO assemblies, do the same, except you are using a Clapp Oscillator, and an air-core
coil. Adjust L1 in the same way until C1 tuning range is centered at ~7000-7100 kHz for 40 Meters
or ~10100-10150 kHz for 30 Meters. For all bands, build the whole VFO board prior to staking L1.
Tuning the VFO board is easier with an RF power meter connected via coax to points ‘B’ and ‘E”
and a simple RF voltage probe. The RF probe checks each node for RF voltage from Q1 thru Q3,
while monitoring VFO board RF power output with the RF power meter. This helps find wiring faults
and was very helpful in tuning C14 and C34. The selectivity of the double-tuned tank circuit is such
that you may not detect RF power (or RF probe voltage) until you tune C14/C34 with the RF probe.
The tuning of C14/C34 can be a bit critical, and one may need to find slightly different tap points
on T2/T3 to get best results. Don’t vary tap point too much from that specified, or you may make
Q3 unstable. R8 was added to aid stability. The VFO output power into the power meter has been
measured (see Table 6). A slight retuning of C14/C34 may be necessary after integration with the
PA board, since its input impedance is likely different from 50 ohms.

This revision adds R15 and C15. These components reduce the oscillator Q1 loading during
standby (receive). This would normally not be important, if it was not for the VFO chirp during
spotting. This was annoying, so R15/C15 forms a gate-leak circuit with Q2, reducing the loading.
Now the chirp is not noticeable during spotting, and no chirp was noticed during normal transmit.

CW Keying was improved by re-arranging the keying circuit (Q7) and adding Q4, a 2N7000 or
2N7002 MOSFET. The issue with the previous circuit was control of the attack/decay times. With
the previous circuit, the attack times were short compared to the long decay times, no matter
what was done with the component values. This was caused by Q7 being an active pull-up,and the
long discharge of C20. Transient simulation with QUCS demonstrated the inherent nature of this.
So, an active pull-down (Q4) was added which allows for some independence in attack/decay
control. The values selected here are by no means fixed. The builder can elect to modify several
values. Keep R9 fixed at 47 ohms, since that affects DC biasing of Q3. To increase attack and
decay times, increase C20. To increase decay time only, increase R16. To increase only attack time
without changing decay time, increase C20 and decrease R16 proportionally.

The VFO Photo figure 5 is given only for reference purposes. The additional components detailed
in this revision make it impractical to use the original boards. See Figures 3 and 4 for suggested
layouts.



POWER AMP BOARD:
The power amp board is largely unchanged from the original in 1986. The only significant change

was to Q6 gate bias and protection. Based on results on the 10 and 17 meter VXO units I built, I
changed from the Zener and resistor to high-speed small signal diodes (D5 and D8). Less
capacitive loading on Q6 gate drive and therefore slightly more output results. A QUCS simulation
showed virtually no loading due to the diodes up to 30 MHz. Tuning with an RF voltage probe and
RF power meter (connected to J2 output) is useful as it was with the VFO board, but the levels are
much higher. Be sure your RF power meter can handle >25 watts or is preceded by adequate
attenuation. Also, an RF probe can be damaged by high RF voltages in Q6’s drain circuit! As noted
before, a slight retuning of C14/C34 may be necessary after integration of VFO and PA boards. Use
the measured RF power at J2 as the criteria.

OVERALL TRANSMITTER/ OTHER THOUGHTS:
RF output power will be a function of many factors, some of which we can control easily, others

not so easy. I was able to obtain more power without sacrificing other performance goals just by
raising the DC voltage from +12.0 to +13.8 VDC. This is been long pointed out by others, and
MOSFET operation at +24 VDC can result in still better efficiency with proper circuit design. The
builder may obtain results that differ from mine in Tables 6 and 7 for other reasons, such as layout
and grounding differences. “Tight” grounding is required for the PA board due to high RF currents.

Components will affect the performance, especially the transistors in the RF path. To a large
degree, the transistors in the RF path will determine how much RF power we will obtain. Each
device from the first VFO stage (Q1) through the PA final (Q6) will affect the output. For the VFO,
Q1 should have adequate transconductance, so that the VFO starts easily and has enough output
to drive Q2. Q2 is used as a source-follower buffer, but still needs adequate transconductance to
drive the diode multiplier. These diodes need to be matched for VF within 2 millivolts or better so
as to minimize VFO feedthrough. That said, they should not have too high VF, or doubler loss will
be higher than necessary. The amplifier Q3 needs to have high gain at the output frequency, so
sufficient Ft is required, but not so high as to become a stability issue. The parts specified will work
with an Ft of ~250 MHz, so don’t use a microwave device here. The same advice goes for Q5, the
PA Driver. This is a stage where too hot a device will cause problems. Since several of the devices
specified for Q5 are metal can TO-39 parts, and may be in short supply now, the SMD devices in
SOT-89 or SOT-223 type package, properly heatsunk in accordance with manufacturer’s datasheet,
potentially will provide a very cost-effective alternative. A brief search shows many such
candidates. The PA stage (Q6) requires a power MOSFET with relatively low input, output and gate-
drain capacitances and high transconductance. Without resorting to more expensive RF MOSFETS,
the IRF510 is (still) one of the better choices, even 25+ years after the original article. There are
other choices that may be able to give us better gain/ output power especially up on 10 meters,
but the IRF510 still works to 10 meters albeit with lower output/ less gain than it does from 80-30
meters.
Finally, tuning is (often) critical to obtaining desired output power. As noted before, C13 and C34

tuning, and the tap adjustments on T2 and T3 determine VFO output level. Likewise the PA tuning
is determined by tuning L3 interstage and for the PA output, L4 and L5. I generally find that if one
pre-measures the fixed capacitors with a simple C meter, it is worth the time spent. Have the
correct capacitance values in place on the board before attaching the inductors or transformers.
Especially make sure you do not substitute the wrong type of ceramic capacitor (like a X7R or Z5U
for an NPO, polystyene or silver-mica when called for) as you almost certainly will see performance
suffer.

Legal Disclaimer: The Author assumes no responsibility or liability arising for any use, misuse or application of
any information or product described herein, and makes no representations that any of the above is free from
patent infringement. The author has made efforts to assure the information is correct, but assumes no liability
from any errors.



Revised March 2013 LIST OF MATERIALS MOuSeFET Transmitters

TABLE 2: Parts Common to 30/40 and 80 Meter Bands. Components leaded or SMT, unless noted.

REFERENCE DESIGNATORS DESCRIPTION

C16,C17,C18,C19,C21,C22,C23,
C24,C25,C26,C27,C28,C29,C33

Capacitors,ceramic 0.1 uF, 25V min, X7R preferred or Z5U
ceramic type.

C30,C31,C32 Leaded capacitors,ceramic 0.1 uF, 25V min, X7R or Z5U ceramic
type. These are located at J1.

C11 47uF, 16V electrolytic or tantalum

C15 Capacitor, ceramic NPO 50 pF, 25 V

C20 68 uF, 16 WV tantalum or electrolytic capacitor.

D1,D2,D3,D5,D6,D7,D8 1N4148,1N916 or MMBD914. (NOTE:D6&D7 matched for VF <
2mV)

D4 8.2 V, 400mW Zener Diode (1N959 ,BZX84B8V2,MMBZ5237,etc)

FB 2 T no. 28 enameled wire on FB-43-101 ferrite bead

J1 9-pin Male D-type connector, Amp 747904-2 or equiv.

J2 RCA Phono Jack

Q1,Q2 MPF-102 (2N4416, 2N3823 ); SMD: MMBF102

Q3 2N3904 (2N2222, 2N2222A); SMD: MMBT2222A, MMBT3904

Q4 2N7000; SMD: 2N7002

Q5 2N3053 (Alternates: 2N2102 ,2N1711; D42C4 at 80 M)

Q6 80 M: IRF523, 40 M /30 M: IRF510

Q7 2N3906, 2N2907A; SMD MMBT2907A, MMBT3906

R1,R15 330K or 300 K

R4 470 ohms

R5 330 ohms

R6,R11 4.7 K

R7 1100 ohms

R8,R9 47 ohms

R12,R16 100 ohms

R10 10 K

R13,R14 2.7 K

RFC1 100 microHenry RF choke on phenolic form (Miller 4642 or
equal). 30 and 40 meters only.

P1 (not on schematic) 9-pin Female D-type connector Amp 747905-2 for power cable.

TABLE 3 BAND DEPENDENT RESISTOR VALUES:

REFERENCE DESIGNATORS 80 METERS 40 METERS 30 METERS

R2 47 ohms 68 ohms 68 ohms

R3 22 ohms 33 ohms 33 ohms



TABLE 4 BAND DEPENDENT CAPACITOR VALUES:

REFERENCE
DESIGNATORS

80 METERS 40 METERS 30 METERS

C1 25 pF Air Variable 35 pF Air Variable 35 pF Air Variable

C2 450 pF (9x50 pF) NPO 1000 pF NPO or poly 940 pF (2x470pF) NPO or
poly

C3 50 pF NPO 470 pF NPO or poly 600 pF (6x100pF) NPO or
poly

C4 200 pF NPO or poly 100 pF NPO or poly 100 pF NPO or poly

C5 133 pF (33+100pF) NPO
or poly

100 pF NPO or poly 56 pF NPO or poly

C6 1000 pF NPO or poly 470 pF NPO or poly 330 pF NPO or poly

C7 3300 pF NPO or poly 1000 pF NPO or poly 400 pF NPO or poly

C8 2700 pF NPO or poly 1410 pF (3x470) NPO or
poly

1000 pF (10x100pF) NPO or
poly

C9 1100 pF NPO or poly 700 pF (7X100) NPO or
poly

400 pF (4x100pF) NPO or
poly

C10 33 pF NPO or poly 15 pF NPO or poly 10 pF NPO or poly

C12 247 pF (2x100 + 47pF)
NPO or poly

100 pF NPO or poly 56 pF NPO or poly

C14,C34 5-60 pF Trimmer 5-60 pF Trimmer 5-60 pF Trimmer

C13 Not Used 250 pF (5x50pF NPO) 250 pF (5x50pF NPO)

TABLE 5 BAND DEPENDENT INDUCTOR/TRANSFORMER VALUES:

REFERENCE
DESIGNATORS

80 METERS 40 METERS 30 METERS

L1 14.5 uH 60T on T50-6
tap at 14 T

14.1 uH 40T on 3/8 in dia
ceramic air
core.AWG#36.

7 uH 35T on 3/8 in dia
ceramic air form.

L2 13 T on FT-37-61 9 T on FT-37-61 9 T on FT-37-61

L3 1.8uH, 19 T on T50-2 0.5uH, 12 T on T50-6 0.33uH, 9 T on T50-6

L4 0.9uH, 15 T on T50-6 0.43uH, 10 T on T50-6 0.3uH, 8 T on T50-6

L5 2.8uH, 22 T on T50-2 1.2uH, 15 T on T50-2 0.9uH, 13 T on T50-6

L6 11 T on FT-37-61 10 T on FT-37-61 9 T on FT-37-61

L7 11 T on FT-37-61 9 T on FT-37-61 6 T on FT-37-61

RFC2 18 uH RF Choke 8 uH RF Choke 4 uH RF Choke

T1 PRI: 18 T
SEC: 11 T bifiliar FT50-
61

PRI: 18 T
SEC: 11 T bifiliar FT50-
61

PRI: 12T
SEC: 8 T bifiliar FT50-61

T2 10.14 uH, 45 T tap at 24
T from C21 end. T50-2

3.6 uH, 30 T tap at 8 T
from C21 end. T50-6

2.4 uH, 24 T tap at 7 T from
C21 end. T50-6

T3 6.4 uH, 36 T tap at 7 T
from ground end. T50-2

3.6 uH, 30T tap at 4 T
from ground end. T50-6

2.4 uH, 24T tap at 4 T from
ground end. T50-6



Figure 1. Schematics



VFO Board Assembly Drawings and Notes
Refer to Figures 2 and 3. The last page has suggested PCB patterns for VFO and PA boards.
A variety of assembly methods that can be used for both 80 meter and 30/40 meter versions.
Whether one uses primarily SMT or leaded or some combination of each, the results have been
found to be equivalent. I would encourage one to use SMT if possible, since it makes for a neater,
less cluttered result. Note that if you do use SMT, avoid overheating these parts as termination
dewetting also known as “leaching” can result. Also space the SMT capacitors (C2 on 80 Meter
version and C13 on 30/40 meter version) away from the corner mounting screw. It could result in
SMT capacitor cracking when installing the VFO Assembly Board. The PC board material is
conventional FR-4 (G10) Epoxy Fiberglass, Single-sided (no back conductor!) ~0.060” thick. Single-
sided Phenolic (FR-2) has also been used. The use of a double-sided board has been found to
make for poor VFO stability if the ground plane is not removed under the VFO (Q1) and VFO Buffer
(Q2) stages. Use Single-sided PCB, and avoid thicknesses less than 0.050” due to warpage.
Elevate the VFO board above the metal housing with standoffs so to preserve VFO stability.

PA Board Assembly Drawing and Notes
Refer to Figures 2 and 4.
As with the VFO Assembly Boards, one can use a combination of Leaded and SMT components on
this board. The soldering issues are the same, but these PA boards have also been built
successfully using SMT ceramic capacitors and resistors. In this case Double-Sided PCB, ~0.060
inch thick FR-4 (G10) or Phenolic FR-2 has been used. Use copper foil to supply low-inductance
ground wrap-rounds from the ground plane to the top, around the board periphery. Q5 will need
some kind of small heatsink, whereas it is best just to use a mica or Kapton insulator between Q6
and the metal housing. A very small amount of heatsink grease can be applied to both sides of
the Q6 insulator.

Integration
My preference is to keep the VFO and PA boards in separate shielded sections. That said, several
units work fine with no shielding between the boards. The thermal isolation afforded by shielded
compartments may be beneficial. The boards are connected together (points ‘B’ and ‘G’)
preferably by a short length of RF-174/U 50 ohm coax.

Figure 2.



Figure 3 VFO Board Assembly Drawings



Figure 4. PA Board Assembly Drawings



Figure 5. Photo of Example 40 Meter VFO (For Reference Only)



Figure 6. Photo of Example 40 Meter PA



Table 6. Measurements on my Transmitters. These may or may not be “Typical”!

Operating Parameters: +13.8 VDC supply, Room temperature. Note 1.

Transmitter Measurement (VFO + PA Board) at J2 80 meter 40 meter 30 meter
Unit#1

30 meter
Unit#2

Power output [Watts] 25 25 25 25

Subharmonic (1/2 F) [dBc] -62 -65 -58 -70

Second Harmonic (2F) [dBc] -50 -50 -51 -45

Keying Waveform (attack [msec] /decay [msec]) 3/3 2/2 3/3 3/3

Current Drain (Transmit mode Key-down) [Amps] 2.46 2.39 2.59 2.53

Overall Transmitter DC Power [W] 33.95 32.89 35.74 34.91

Overall Transmitter Efficiency @ 13.8VDC 74.7% 76.8% 69.9% 72.6%

RF Feedthru (+13.8T and +13,8A, applied Key-up).
[dBc below Key-down] Note 2.

<-90 <-90 <-90 <-90

RF output of PA Driver Q5 approximate [W] 0.96 1.48 1.35 2.0

PA (Q6) Current Drain [A] 2.25 2.19 2.37 2.30

PA (Q6) DC Power [W] 31.08 30.22 32.7 31.74

PA (Q6) Stage Power Gain Calculated [dB] 14.1 12.3 12.7 10.97

PA (Q6) Stage Efficiency 80.4 82.7 76.4 78.7

PA (Q6) Power-Added Efficiency (PAE) Calculated 77.3 77.8 72.3 72.4

VFO Board Measurements, at Points B-E. No PA Board. 80 meter 40 meter 30 meter
Unit#1

30 meter
Unit#2

Power out ( VFO Stage) [mW] 65 25 62 52

Subharmonic (1/2 F) [dBc] -70 -70 -70 -70

Second Harmonic (2F) [dBc] -52 -70 -62 -54

RF Feedthru ( F) -55 -45 -53 -48

Note 1: Test Equipment: HB=”HomeBrew”. Spectrum Analyzer HP8558B/HP182T,
Oscilloscope Leader LBO-513A, HB 13.8VDC Supply. DVM:Simpson 461-2.
HB RF Power Meter checked against MFJ 949C

Note 2: RF Feedthru beyond limits of my measurement capability. Receiver tests suggest much less feedthru.

Table 7: Typical DC Voltages for Debugging. DVM: Simpson 461. +13.8A applied.

Zener Regulator voltage D4 [V] 7.99 8.44 8.5 7.6

Q2-gate, Key Up, +13.8T off, through 100K resistor [V] -1.8 -1.5 -0.7 -1.2

R5/C18, Key Down, +13.8T off. [V] 1.75 1.68 1.30 1.18

R5/C18, Key Up, +13.8T applied [V] 1.68 1.67 1.31 1.18

R12/C22, Key Down [V] 1.83 1.63 1.66 1.76

C20/C21, Key Down [V] 12.8 12.26 12.66 12.67

C20/C21, Key Up [V] 0 0 0 0

Software Used in this Revision: QUCS Simulator, Inkscape Vector Graphics, Softmaker TextMaker, all on Puppy Linux.






